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Keerthy Suresh Devi Sri Prasad.The Other Wiki The Other Wiki (commonly referred to as TOW), is a
parody wiki about philosophy, written in php. It is a for-profit website where users can create and
edit any page, with restriction on how much text can be written in a wiki, which runs PHP and
MySQL. History The site began as The Other Wiki's Off-Topic Zone (TOWOT), a wiki dedicated to the
creation of content regarding philosophy. In the early stages, it was hosted by the Internet Archive,
however due to objections made by the owners of the domain name related to the availability of the
domain, the site was moved to a different web hosting service. The domain was purchased by an
anonymous entity in 2006 and the site was moved to a different hosting location. In 2007, the site
gained its current name, and a message about the new name was published. Features As with
Wikipedia, TOW has a hierarchical structure. The top-level page, The Commons, lists all pages that
are under The Commons' umbrella. It is unclear what happens when a page is edited outside of The
Commons. One post in a thread on The Commons suggests that pages can only be edited by users
that are registered users on the site. Another post suggests that users are usually redirected to edit
mode if they enter a page that they are not the owner of, with a message suggesting that this is due
to the fact that TOW is set up as a for-profit site. Content Some pages that are created on TOW are
not based on real philosophy, but rather are satirical. For example, a page about 'Frege-ism' has a
definition containing lines of "No definition of 'Frege' exists...", even though Frege's own work does
contain such a definition. Many of the names for the site's philosophy-related articles also have little
or no relation to their real-world counterparts. For example, there is a page about 'Solipsism', which
contains the sentence "The only alternative is that we are all inside our own minds." The article is
based on
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